PROGRAMME BRIEF
Creative Multimedia is a three-year diploma programme that familiarizes students with overall process of producing digital work art, particularly in 2D and 3D.

It emphasizes on nurturing creative young minds of Malaysian youth to the workflow of media during pre-production stage, production and post-production stages, including sketching, drawing, modelling, texturing, animating and rendering of 2D and 3D animation work piece. Students will be actively exposed in creative design and animation, with state-of-the-art software and hardware for producing short multimedia animation, together with narration using industry-standard recording studio for sound editing and mixing.

The programme also nurtures the students’ awareness as digital entrepreneurs, promotes thinking and problem-solving skills, and life-long learning.

CORE STUDY AREAS
• Sketching & Drawing
• Graphics Design & Desktop Publishing
• Modelling & Animation in 2D & 3D
• Audio Editing & Mixing
• Video Editing & Rendering

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
• Creative Media Editor
• Web Designer
• Creative Designer
• Graphics Designer
• 2D/3D Animator

"The Studio laboratories are well-equipped with virtually everything you ever need. 2D, 3D studios, video & audio editing, mixing & rendering are just some of the devices available."
Fahrul Rizal A Halim
Head of Section, Computing & Network Technology